
The Importance of Getting Ourselves Whole

How many Christians do you know who live like they are actually completely whole? We can state as a
fact that Jesus makes us whole, but if the lives of those who are connected to him don't appear to be
completely whole, then there’s something wrong with our statement (our theology is wrong). It’s better to
state that Jesus can take us through a process of making us whole. That’s more accurate.

The reality is that our physical being needs to be transformed to match the transformation of our spirits
which occurred at our spiritual rebirth. This transformation of our natural being is a long process because
it all depends on our willingness to surrender completely to the will of our King, including allowing him
to remove all our 'rubbish' that’s accrued over the years. This ‘junk’ we carry comes from living all our
lives in the natural realm. 

Our theology, which comes from the pulpit teaching we’ve received, can lead us to expect a miraculous
metamorphosis at our rebirth into a fully mature son. That’s a fantasy. 

To help understand this, let’s look at our unregenerated mind. We can state from our theology that we
have "the mind of Christ", but how many Christian’s that we personally know have minds that are a
perfect match for the King’s mind? None. In reality, our minds need to be reprogrammed over a long
period of time so we think as we’re meant to think.

The same goes for our sonship. At our spiritual rebirth we are immediately adopted back into Father’s
family as his son. However, we can’t operate like a perfect son straight away. We actually need the long
process of training and reprogramming to become a mature son, so we can operate like our prototype,
Jesus of Nazareth. This need to be reprogrammed and trained also applies to our operation as kings. It’s
not enough to know we are kings (according to the Bible), we must undergo preparations so we use our
kingly authority properly and don’t end up in opposition to the plans of the King.

In regard to wholeness, it’s been our understanding for many years that believers need to  get ourselves
whole. Also, as we now know that our identity is our sonship, we are aware that our wholeness includes
being free of our ‘baggage’, pain and woundedness. We are to become whole in all areas of our being, just
like our spirit is now that we’re spiritually reborn. Unfortunately, we only get some distance down the
track of getting ourselves whole and then we hit a ‘brick wall’. We find we get stuck because we can’t
make any more progress.

The usual issues which block us are these:

1. We’re lazy.

2. We’ve reached a stage in our wholeness where we are content to remain.

3. We want others to set us free so we can get whole.

4. We don’t see the point in going any further.

5. Religion says we’re already OK.

6. We can’t see the point of applying any more effort to get ‘more’ whole.

7. We’re frustrated with the constant effort, so we give up.

Whatever our reason for reaching an impasse, we need to take the following information to heart:

“If we are not whole,  then what we do in government will  be coming out of  brokenness,  so it  is
important that we become more and more whole, healed and transformed and that our fragmentation
has been dealt with.” 1

1 – Mike Parsons (23-3-2021) “279. The Agreement of Heaven”      freedomarc.blog/2021/03/23/279-the-agreement-of-heaven 
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You see, when we can’t become more whole in our role as sons, we can’t move on to higher levels of
sonship, such as kingship2. Our role as kings involves governance, so what we do in governing has to
come from wholeness, otherwise it’s corrupted. And, we all know that corruption corrupts governments.

There’s no quick-fixes in the natural, as far as the Kingdom is concerned, everything revolves around
sons taking responsibility and working through numerous processes to bring about change. This is part of
our dominion role to rule Earth as planet managers, allowing Heaven to  manifest here in greater and
greater levels.

Here’s a message from our King concerning his actions to clean us out. If we’re already whole, why do
we need to be cleaned up?

“A deep cleansing is taking place. And I am cleansing from the foundations… 

And I say to you, 'Know that whatever can be shaken will be shaken. I will leave no stone untouched'.

My Son is coming back for a bride who is without spot or wrinkle. And the church has many spots to
be removed and deep wrinkles that need to be ironed out… 

I remind you that this is a deep cleansing. And this deep cleansing is going to expose the intentions of
the  hearts  of  man.  And  this  heart  exposure  is  going  into  all  realms—spiritual  exposure  of  the
individual. I have said you will know them by their fruits, and no longer will I hide the spiritual fruit
from the eyes of My people. And once you see, and you will see the heart condition of all around you,
then you are held accountable to act accordingly.” 3

Unfortunately, people today want everything done instantly – that includes their wholeness and the mess
they’ve made of their lives.

Laurence
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

2 – “Is There Anything Beyond Sonship”  [Kingdom Perspectives series]
      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Is-There-Anything-Beyond-Sonship.pdf 
3 – Becky Dvorak (6-4-2021) “The Lord Says, 'A Deep Cleansing Is Taking Place'”
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